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First in a nutshell…
Then in more depth…

Finally, a brief reflection.



Your questions (in brief)

• What are conceptual approaches to understand and support 
spatial structural change and its management? 

• What empirical findings are there on the effects of structural
change in lignite regions and beyond? 

• What practical approaches are there to shaping structural
change? 
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First in a nutshell…



• The DUST project will develop and operationalise novel participatory 
instruments for proactive and strategic citizen engagement in 
sustainability transitions. It will combine design-led territorial tools 
with digital tools for citizen deliberation at scale.

• The project addresses a defining societal and democratic challenge for 
Europe, which is to hear the voices of least engaged communities, 
especially in structurally weak regions dependent on energy-intensive 
industries, which will be most affected by transitions towards a more 
sustainable future. 

• Building on the concept of ‘active subsidiarity’, the project will employ 
an innovative mix of research methods, and experimental citizen 
participation, to understand the determinants of participation in 
decision-making on sustainability transitions at different levels of 
government, and to develop effective policy recommendations for 
inclusive engagement of civil society.
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“This transition has to be locally-owned and everyone must be 
involved” (Marc Lemaître, Director-General, Directorate-General for 
Regional and Urban Policy, in European Commission, 2021, p. 1).
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European Commission. (2021b). Youth for a just transition: A toolkit for youth participation in the just transition fund. Publications Office of the European 
Union. https://data.europa.eu/doi/10.2776/931982



General information

• Funded under the Horizon Europe Research & Innovation Action; 

• Duration: 2023-2025 (start in February 2023, 3 years);

• Budget: EUR 3,5 mln (incl. budget of Associated Partners).
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Case study regions
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Case study regions

• 8 Case study regions, of which 4 become the location of 
experiments;

• Fall into 5 countries in Western, Northern, Central, and 
Southeastern Europe;

• Common eligibility for the Just Transition Fund (JFT);

• All are the locus of multiple policy interventions supporting place-
based approaches to sustainability transitions;

• strongly differ in (1) their socio-economic and territorial context; 
(2) the composition of these multi-level policies; and (3) their 
governance.
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Roger Melis, 
Senftenberg 1989
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Partners

• Delft University of Technology (Lead partner)

• Nordregio

• Centre of the Study of Democracy

• Brandenburgische Technische Universitat Cottbus-

Senftenberg

• Academy of Economics Katowice

• ISOCARP Institute

• Hela Sverige Ska Leva Norrbotten / Rural Sweden 

Norrbotten

• Stara Zagora Agency for Economic Development (online)

• Stiftung Wohlfahrtspflege Brandenburg 

• PZZ KADRA - The Alliance of Trade Unions 

• University of Zurich

• University of Strathclyde

• OOZE Architects and Urbanists



13 DUST participants

In summary

• 7 academic partners from the fields of the democracy studies, 
public policy (Cohesion policy and regional development policy), 
economy, spatial planning and spatial design;

• 4 societal partners representing communities in RFLL case study 
regions;

• 1 partner specialised in communication and dissemination;

• 1 art director;

+ External Expert and Stakeholder Advisory Boards.
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DUST Kick-off 
meeting April 
2023
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KADRA, DUST 
societal partner
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Work package 1
Theory and 
methods

Methods
• Literature reviews
• Interactive dialogues
• Synthesis of results
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Work package 2&3
Multiple case study 
research

Objectives
• Understanding the scope, 

depth and determining 
factors of civic 
participation of least 
engaged communities in 
just sustainability 
transition initiatives.
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Work package 2&3
Multiple case study 
research

Methods
• Population survey;
• Actor-Process-Event 

Scheme (APES);
• STEP Index formation;
• Regional/local elite 

interviews;
• Local/community focus 

groups with civil society;
• Social and traditional 

media analysis.
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Work package 4&5 
Participatory 
experiments

Objectives
• Design-led territorial and 

digital instruments for 
citizen participation in just 
sustainability transitions.
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Work package 4&5 
Participatory 
experiments

Methods
• Spatial analysis (GIS 

application);
• Regional design;
• E-democracy tool Pol.is 

application;
• Mapping citizen groups;
• Futures literacy lab 

approach.
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Work package 6
Dissemination, 
communication 
and exploitation

Methods
• Academic publication
• DUST Academy
• Storytelling and community 

engagement in just 
sustainability transitions with 
digital tools

• Community champions 
network



Key concepts and focus areas

Citizen participation of/in

• Least engaged communities (LECs);

• Just sustainability transitions;

• Multi-level place-based approaches;

• Deliberative democracy / governance.
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How DUST goes beyond the state of the art

Analytical dimension

• New knowledge on the factors that enhance or hinder participation;

Evaluative dimension

• An index for a comprehensive assessment of participation;

Instrumental dimension

• Tested digital and non-digital design-led territorial tools for 
participation;

Communicative dimension

• Knowledge on affective communication and dissemination of unheard 
story lines.
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Then in more depth…
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Establishing the DUST central 
research subject: least-engaged 

communities 



Why focus on LEC?

• LEC are often the most affected by sustainability transitions; 

• LEC are often the most affected by transition policies or 
sustainable development policies;

• Normative, ethical reasons: ensure an equitable distribution of 
transition benefits and burdens across social groups and across 
space;

• Pragmatic reasons: support of the LEC in the implementation of 
collective planning for sustainability;

• Opportunity to (re)politicise sustainability. 
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Various, partly overlapping terms that bear on the 
concept of LEC 

• Deprived communities / a place-based perspective; 

• Marginalized communities / perspective considering social and 
economic exclusion from the society;

• Vulnerable communities / perspective considering 
disproportionate health and environmental impacts;

• Seldom-heard groups / perspective considering voices in 
political participation and deliberation;

• …
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LECs

• Conceptual framework to 
identify LECs: Able / 
unable / willing / unwilling.

Framework for the analysis of LECs
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LECs

• Initial analysis of factors 
explaining a lack of 
participation.
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Application of the framework during the DUST Kick-off meeting in April 2023
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LECs

• Variety of LECs in case 
study regions;

• There are sub-groups 
within communities who 
are able / unable / willing / 
unwilling to participate.

Results of the application of the 
framework during the DUST Kick-off 
meeting in April 2023
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LECs

• Variety of LECs in case 
study regions;

• Focus on communities in 
experiments: Youth, ethnic 
minorities, workers in 
energy-intensive 
industries, women, 
communities in remote 
areas.

Images: Documentation of political  
participation of the Sami people in the 
Norsk Folkemuseum, Oslo
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Establishing the DUST focus: 
participation in the deliberative 

governance of place-based 
approaches to sustainability 

transitions 
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Establishing the 
DUST focus

• Identifying opportunities for 
and barriers to participation in 
the specific context of (1) just 
sustainability transitions, (2) 
place-based policies, and (3) 
deliberative governance.
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(Just) sustainability 
transitions

• Are “radical transformation 
towards a sustainable 
society, as a response to a 
number of persistent 
problems confronting 
contemporary modern 
societies” (Grin et al. 2011, p. 
1).

Grin, J., Rotmans, J., Schot, J., Geels, F. W., & Loorbach, 

D. (2011). Transitions to sustainable development: New 

directions in the study of long term transformative 

change (First issued in paperback). Routledge.
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Just sustainability 
transitions – barriers 
to participation

For example context
• Likeliness of contestation and 

conflict;
For example policy
• Priority for technocratic and 

top-down approaches in 
transition management.
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Multi-level place-
based policies

Characteristics
• Include objectives that apply 

multiple dimensions to the 
territory concerned; 

• Use a range of integrated 
tools;

• Involve multiple stakeholders, 
integrating ‘bottom up’ 
and ‘top down’ input;

• Have explicit territorial 
focus that can include 
functional (rather than 
purely administrative) areas. 
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Multi-level place-
based policies –
benefits of 
participation

For example
• Mitigates uneven territorial 

impacts of long-term 
development processes;

• Boosts local accountability 
and transparency;

• Focuses on well-being, 
quality of life and 
sustainability;

• Elicits local knowledge of 
local actors.
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Multi-level place-
based policies –
barriers to 
participation

For example context
• Lack of knowledge about 

distributional effects;
For example community
• Barrier for participation of 

vulnerable communities;
For example policy
• Technocratic, sectoral 

priorities.
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Deliberative governance

• Is about “mutual communication 
that involves weighing and 
reflecting on preferences, values, 
and interests regarding matters of 
common concern” (Bächtiger et 
al. 2018, p. 2);

• “Deliberation has at its root the 
idea of weighing alternatives”
(Mansbridge, 2015, p. 28).

Bächtiger, A., Dryzek, J. S., Mansbridge, J., & Warren, M. 

E. (2018). The Oxford handbook of deliberative 

democracy. Oxford University Press.

Mansbridge, J. (2015). A minimalist definition of 

deliberation. In Patrick Heller & V. Rao (Eds.), 

Deliberation and development: Rethinking the role of 

voice and collective action in unequal societies. World 

Bank Group.
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Deliberative 
governance – barriers 
to participation

For example context
• Participation as a managerial 

approach to politics;
For example community
• Participation is shaped by 

existing community networks;
For example policy
• One-off and ad hoc;
• Elite-capture / tokenistic 

forms of participation.
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Theories and concepts in 
dimensions of the DUST research
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Analytical dimension: unpacking 
the interplay between policy, 

community, context, and inclusive 
deliberation



Objectives – analytical dimension

Research using mixed methods will be undertaken in the case 
study regions to investigate the factors, digital and non-digital 
mechanisms, and institutional frameworks that have enhanced or 
hindered citizen participation as part of democratic life. 

Research will provide a deep understanding of how multi-level, 
place-based policy interventions are responding to the concerns of 
especially communities vulnerable to sustainability transitions, 
and how these communities perceive policymaking.
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Conceptual 
framework –
analytical dimension

• Novel insights from a 
comprehensive analysis of 
the interplay between 
independent policy-based 
and community-based 
variables and the 
dependent variable of 
inclusive, deliberative 
governance of 
sustainability transition 
initiatives.

Framework guiding research in the 
analytical dimension of the DUST 
research.



First steps

• Identifying key sustainability transition measures: types & place-
based characteristics;

• Identifying participatory practices in transiting measures: based 
on assessment of the ‘depth of participation’;

• Analysing characteristics of identified participatory practices
o arenas where participation takes place;

o stages of the policymaking cycle open to participating;

o identification of communities and their involvement in participatory 
practices.
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Stara Zagora

(BG)

Rhenish Lignite

(DE)

Laustiz

(DE)

Katowice

(PL)

Belchatow

(PL)

Groningen

(NL)

Gotland

(SE)

Norrbotten

(SE)
Type of Actors

TJTP
NIS3  21-

27

ITDS

IDP  TJTPJTFWSPStStGTJTPRDS LP StStGTJTPSARDS TJTPSARDSTJTPRD NPGTJTPRDS 2040CSP  2040RE&CSTJTPRDSRE&CSMeasure

Governments

xxxxxxxxxx- National administration

xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx- Regional administration

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx- Local administration

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Social partners & professional 

associations

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxAcademia / Scientific community

xxxxxxxxxxxxBusiness partners

xxxxxxxxxx- Large companies

xxxxxxxxxxx- SMEs

xxxxxxxxxxxxNGOs

xxx- Gender equality

xxxxxxxx- Youth

xxxxxxxxxxxxx
- Sectoral (environment; energy; 

etc.)

xxxx- (Local) development

xxx- Ethnic groups

xxxxxxxxxx- Social (poverty, inclusion, etc.)

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxIndividual citizens

Intermediate results in the analytical dimension of the DUST research: Participation of communities in case study regions



Deliverable – analytical dimension

Report ‘Civic participation of least engaged communities in just 
sustainability transition initiatives: Scope, depth and determining 
factors’
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Evaluative dimension: assessing 
citizen participation in just 
sustainability transitions 

comprehensively



Objectives – evaluative dimension

The DUST project will develop a novel assessment framework, 
informed by the concept of active subsidiarity, which involves 
qualitative and quantitative measures to analyse the scale, scope 
and form of citizen participation in deliberative and representative 
forms of democratic decision-making in place-based approaches 
to just sustainability transitions.
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Central aim: measuring depth of participation
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Dimensions of the 
index

• Setup of the process of 
stakeholder participation;

• Inclusivenes (composition 
of the stakeholder 
groups);

• Engagement methods in 
the planning phase;

• Engagement methods in 
the implementation 
phase;

• Consequences of 
participation.

Illustration of Results Presentation 
within the STEP Index



Deliverable – evaluative dimension

The Stakeholder Engagement and Participation (STEP) Index will be 
custom-tailored to assess engagement and participation in just 
sustainability transition policies from a comparative perspective.
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Presentation by Mariya Trifonova (CSD) on STEP index during a closed event with DG Regio and the first circle members of the working groups of the JT 
Platform on Monday, 23.10.2023. The index will be adopted as one of the tools of the working group within Action 2.
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Instrumental dimension: 
enhancing participation of the 
least-engaged communities in 
place-based approaches and 

democratic life at scale



Objectives – instrumental dimension

Participatory experiments will test the potential of a hybrid format 
that applies design-led territorial and digital tools for citizen 
participation in just sustainability transitions. 

Results of the experiments will show how these novel instruments 
can empower communities by enhancing their ability to anticipate 
and envision regional structural change, build capacity through 
consensus formation in a pluralistic and inclusive decision 
environment, and position themselves more proactively and 
strategically in democratic life at scale.
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Sequence of 
methods

• Drawing on precedent in 
the realms of citizen 
participation, governance, 
spatial planning, spatial 
design, future studies, and 
e-democracy;

• Combining direct 
interaction (WP5) and 
remote support (WP4).

Illustration of Results Presentation 
within the STEP Index
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Futures Literacy 
Lab approach

• Developed within 
UNESCO;

• FL is the capability of 
imagining diverse and 
multiple futures;

• FL enables people to 
intentionally act rather 
than react (Miller, 2018).

Image: https://futurium.de/de/futures-
literacy-summit
Miller, R. (Ed.). (2018b). Transforming 
the Future: Anticipation in the 21st 
Century. Routledge.
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Futures Literacy 
Lab approach

• Used in interaction with 
LECs;

• Used to identify citizens’ 
anticipations of futures / 
their hopes and 
expectations;

• Used to move beyond 
hierarchy / strengthen 
authenticity;

• Challenge: Policy 
relevance.

Image: https://futurium.de/de/futures-
literacy-summit
Miller, R. (Ed.). (2018b). Transforming 
the Future: Anticipation in the 21st 
Century. Routledge.
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Regional design

• Combines lessons learnt 
in the realms of foresight 
methodology, and the use 
of foresight and 
imagination in spatial 
design, spatial planning, 
and territorial governance; 

• Uses spatial analysis and 
design to build argument 
for planning and policy 
intervention.

Map: équipe Studio 09 | Bernardo 
Secchi et Paola Viganò, Le diagnostic 
prospectif de l’agglomération 
parisienne
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Regional design in 
DUST

• Used in remote setting;
• Used to examine the 

implications of citizens’ 
hopes and expectations 
on the regional level of 
scale; 

• Used to compare citizens’ 
and policy perspectives;

• Challenge: Preserve 
authenticity, spatial / 
territorial vs. non-spatial 
implications.

Map: OOZE architects, Aqua Carioca
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Regional design as an experimentalist 
governance practice.
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Maarten Hajer and Dirk Sijmons, Realized by: Tungstenpro, H+N+S+ and Ecofys 2050 - An Energetic Odyssey, IABR, 2016
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Maarten Hajer and Dirk Sijmons, Realized by: Tungstenpro, H+N+S+ and Ecofys 2050 - An Energetic Odyssey, IABR, 2016
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E-democracy tool 
pol.is

• Successful precedent in 
the realm of e-democracy;

• A consensus-oriented 
deliberative decision-
making software;

• A real-time system for 
gathering, analyzing and 
understanding what large 
groups of people think in 
their own words, enabled 
by advanced statistics and 
machine learning.

https://www.geekwire.com/2014/startu
p-spotlight-polis/



Central assumptions – instrumental dimension

Imagination, anticipation and futures literacy empower 
communities; 

Place-based approaches thrive on local knowledge and 
knowledge-co production; 

Local discretion, interpreted feedback and reflexivity in decision-
making support active subsidiarity and multi-level place-based 
policy approaches;

Hybrid formats of digital and analogous instruments enhance 
participation in demographic life at scale.
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Deliverables – instrumental dimension

Evaluation and handbook of Regional Futures Literacy 
Labs (RFLLs): Design-led territorial and digital instruments for 
citizen participation in just sustainability transitions

Policy briefs: Expanding the participation of least engaged 
communities in just sustainability transitions

Citizen Learnings Report: On involving least engaged communities 
in just sustainability transition policies
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Communicative dimension: 
enabling affective two-way 

communication



Objectives – communicative dimension

The project recognizes a lack of access to reliable and fact-based 
information on sustainability transitions as a major bottleneck in 
public acceptance of just sustainability transition measures.

Against this background it will investigate the role of narratives in 
citizen participation in sustainability transitions; 

and test how communication can be made more inclusive.
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Conceptual framework 
– communicative 
dimension

• Ways of knowing / cognitive vs. 
affective learning;

• Cognitive vs. affective 
communication in narrative 
promotion, presentation, and 
construction;

• Institutionalised stories vs. 
voices of the seldom heard.

Framework guiding research in the 
communicative dimension of the DUST 
research.
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Methods –
communicative 
dimension

• Social and traditional media 
analysis;

• Art-based research: Exploration 
of visual languages and stories 
per case study region / LEC.

Framework guiding research in the 
communicative dimension of the DUST 
research.
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Roger Melis, xxx
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Research into communication across DUST work packages and tasks



Expected results – communicative dimension

• Inventory of the existing narratives that affect the perception 
of LECs on sustainability transitions (link with WP2,3);

• Framework of affective communication guiding interaction 
with citizens (link with WP4,5);

• (Visual) languages that support narrative (re-)construction 
(link with WP4);

• Input for concrete communication and dissemination 
strategies (WP6).
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Deliverables WP6 Dissemination, communication and 
exploitation

• Scientific knowledge dissemination;

• DUST Academy for Capacity Building & DUST Academy for Future 
Urban and Regional Leaders: identifying lessons and 
transferability within and across countries & disseminating via 
workshops and teaching modules (online and offline)

• Storytelling and community engagement in just sustainability 
transitions with digital tools

• Community champions network.
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Finally, a brief reflection.



Your questions (in brief)

• What are conceptual approaches to understand and support 
spatial structural change and its management? 

• What empirical findings are there on the effects of structural
change in lignite regions and beyond? 

• What practical approaches are there to shaping structural
change? 
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Objectives – strategic perspective

The project will build on these insights to deliver a set of policy 
recommendations and methodological guidance for civil society 
organisations, the EU, national and subnational governments, and 
academia to support the delivery of place-based policies for just 
sustainability transitions that enhance citizen participation and 
trust in democratic governance, especially among the least 
engaged communities. 
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A comprehensive 
perspective

• Analytical, evaluative, 
instrumental, and 
communicative dimension are 
considered in conjunction.

Framework guiding research in the 
communicative dimension of the DUST 
research.
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Practical approaches

Focus on amplifying the voices of 
LECs in a multi-level deliberative 
governance setting;
• A hybrid format of digital and 

non-digital tools;
• Attention to dominant narratives 

and narrative re-construction;
• Comparing policy and citizen 

perspectives;
• Textual and visual 

communication;
• …

Framework guiding research in the 
communicative dimension of the DUST 
research.
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